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Household

cots
If you make, distribute, import, sell (new or

secondhand) or hire household cots then this

information is important to you.

not

On 30 June 1998 a new mandatory product safety

standard covering children’s household cots took

effect.

The standard applies to household cots only. It does

include folding cots, carry cots and cradles.

The standard is based on the Australian/New

Zealand Standard 2172:1995. Manufacturers will

need a copy of this for technical and performance

specifications.

If you are purchasing new or secondhand cots for

retail purposes you must be satisfied that the cot

meets the mandatory safety requirements.

The following checklist will help you to assess

whether or not a cot meets the mandatory

requirements. Be aware that the checklist is not

exhaustive and that it is up to you to ensure the

requirements of the standard are met.

You should read the checklist, standard, and gazette

notice in conjunction with each other. The standard

can be purchased from Standards Australia by

phoning 1 300 654646. The gazette notice is

available from your local Australian Competition and

Consumer Commission (ACCC) office; contact details

are on the back page.

To minimise the risk of a child becoming trapped,

gaps in the cot should be safe. Key dimensions can

be measured before purchasing the cot.

— must be 600 mm from the top

of the cot’s mattress base to the lowest point on any

side or end.

Important. Note that the 600 mm depth

minimum is based on the use of a 100 mm thick

mattress. If the mattress is thicker then the

600 mm depth must be increased

correspondingly.

— must be no less than

50 mm and no wider than 85 mm.

— the

mattress should fit snugly with no gaps larger than

25 mm.

Minimum depth

Space between bars

Space between bars and mattress sides

Checklist

Does the cot meet the dimensions

stipulated in the standard?



Finger traps

Arm and leg traps

Head traps and fall through hazards

Protrusions

— there must be no spaces between

5 mm and 12 mm wide.

— there must be no spaces

between 30 mm and 50 mm.

— there must

be no spaces wider than 85 mm.

— clothing can be caught on

protrusions and cause distress or strangulation.

Therefore they must not be more than 8 mm high.

If the cot has an adjustable base it must not have

more than two base heights.

The distance between the top of the cot’s mattress

base and the top of the lowest side or end should

be:

more than 400 mm when the dropside is up

and the base is in the highest position; and

at least 600 mm when the dropside is up and

the base is in its lowest position.

When the dropside is down and the base is in its

highest position the distance between the top of the

mattress base and the top of the lowest side or end

should be at least 250 mm.

The dropside will have to endure thousands of

openings and closings during its lifetime. It is

therefore important that it locks in place when

closed.
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Is the base of the cot adjustable?

Are the catches on the dropside in

good condition?

There are three means of ensuring the dropside

cannot be opened by a child. These are:

by having two fastening devices designed so

that simultaneous operations are required at

each end of the cot to release the devices;

by making it necessary to lift the dropside before

the fastening devices can be released; or

by so positioning the dropside locks that they

are inaccessible to the child in the cot.

A leaflet should be supplied with the cot giving clear

and concise instructions on how to assemble it. The

leaflet should also contain all relevant safety

information including correct mattress size. If the cot

has an adjustable base there should be a warning

about correct usage.

There should be a swing tag on the cot stating the

recommended mattress size.

In addition to the leaflet and swing tag the cot itself

must be marked with essential safety warnings

including:

the name and address of the manufacturer, or

the country of origin and importer’s name and

address;

a warning about using the correct thickness of

mattress; and

a warning on adjustable base cots to lower the

base when the child can sit up.
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Are there instructions and safety

warnings supplied with the cot?



Does the cot have castors?

Are there any foot holds in the cot that

would allow a child to climb?

Is the cot sturdy and in good

condition?

Does the cot have any decorative

transfers?

If the cot has four castors then at least two should be

fitted with brakes. If there are two castors then

brakes are not required.

Most injuries with cots are the result of children

falling out. For this reason there must not be any

bars or other fixtures in the cot that would allow a

child to climb over the sides.

Cots have to withstand a fair amount of wear and

tear so the sides, ends and base must be rigid and

not feel rickety when shaken.

Ensure that all rails and base slats are present and are

not splintered or otherwise damaged.

Rails and bars on metal cots must not be bent or

damaged. This could create an entrapment hazard.

Transfers must not be applied to any surface inside

the cot. Any applied to the outside must not be able

to be removed without the use of a tool.

The ACCC’s role

Product liability

Other legislation

The ACCC is responsible for enforcing mandatory

consumer product safety and information standards.

Because prevention of injuries is better than cure,

the ACCC attaches great importance to promoting

compliance with the safety provisions as well as to

remedial enforcement action.

Supplying goods which do not comply with a

mandatory product safety standard is an offence

under the Trade Practices Act and may result in fines

of up to $200 000 for corporations and $40 000 for

individuals.

The ACCC conducts surveys of retail outlets

throughout Australia to detect non-complying

products, to assess the overall level of marketplace

compliance, and to liaise with suppliers. It also

investigates allegations by consumers and suppliers

about non-complying goods.

The Trade Practices Act also contains provisions on

product liability which apply to all consumer goods.

Irrespective of any action taken by the ACCC,

consumers are entitled to bring an action for

compensation or damages suffered as a result of

injury sustained through defective products.

Some States have introduced consumer product

safety standards for household cots under their own

consumer protection legislation. Contact your local

consumer affairs or fair trading authority for

information about these.
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DICKSON ACT 2602
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Regional Director
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SYDNEY NSW 2000

GPO Box 3648, SYDNEY NSW 2001

Tel: (02) 9230 9133 Fax: (02) 9223 1092

Assistant Director

39 Kable Avenue

TAMWORTH NSW 2340

PO Box 2071, TAMWORTH NSW 2340

Tel: (02) 6761 2000 Fax: (02) 6761 2445

Regional Director

10th floor, AAMI Building

500 Queen Street

BRISBANE QLD 4000

PO Box 10048, Adelaide Street Post Office

BRISBANE QLD 4000

Tel: (07) 3835 4666 Fax: (07) 3832 0372

Assistant Director

Level 6, Commonwealth Bank Building

Flinders Mall

TOWNSVILLE QLD 4810

PO Box 2016, TOWNSVILLE QLD 4810
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South Australia

Tasmania
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Regional Director
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13 Grenfell Street

ADELAIDE SA 5000

GPO Box 922, ADELAIDE SA 5001

Tel: (08) 8205 4242 Fax: (08) 8410 4155

Regional Director

Ground floor, Marine Board Building

Morrison Street

HOBART TAS 7000

GPO Box 1210, HOBART TAS 7001

Tel: (03) 6234 5155 Fax: (03) 6234 7796

Regional Director

Level 35, The Tower

360 Elizabeth Street

MELBOURNE VIC 3000

GPO Box 520J, MELBOURNE VIC 3001

Tel: (03) 9290 1800 Fax: (03) 9663 3699

Regional Director

Level 3, East Point Plaza

233 Adelaide Terrace

PERTH WA 6000

PO Box 6381, EAST PERTH WA 6892

Tel: (08) 9325 3622 Fax: (08) 9325 5976

Director

Level 8, National Mutual Centre

9–11 Cavenagh Street

DARWIN NT 0800

GPO Box 3056, DARWIN NT 0801

Tel: (08) 8943 1499 Fax: (08) 8943 1455


